The design problem of a flight-control system on a large fly-by-wire airliner is to find combinations of actuator(s), power circuit(s), computer(s) for each movable, so as to fulfill the constraints imposed by the safety regulations, while keeping the resulting system weight as low as possible. The trend towards more electrical aircraft makes it harder and harder to determine, in a reasonable computer time, optimal architectures by traditional trial-and-error methods. Actually new power sources and actuator technologies offer many more implementation choices, and lead to an extreme combinatorial complexity. Therefore, traditional design processes have to be assisted with automatic optimization. This paper introduces a flight-control architecture optimization process, intended as a decision aid for system engineers at early stages of the flight-control architecture definition. We present an optimization model for the design process, based on a safety constraint and a weight criterion.
mal architectures by traditional trial-and-error methods. Actually new power sources and actuator technologies offer many more implementation choices, and lead to an extreme combinatorial complexity. Therefore, traditional design processes have to be assisted with automatic optimization. This paper introduces a flight-control architecture optimization process, intended as a decision aid for system engineers at early stages of the flight-control architecture definition. We present an optimization model for the design process, based on a safety constraint and a weight criterion.
We start by reducing the initial search domain by introducing the notion of Surface possible architecture. Surface possible architectures are subsets of the initial search domain witch are constructed by taking into account technological constraints and empirical practices. These above subsets are generated outside the optimization loops. Once the search has been reduced, we use an adaptation of branch-and-bound methods to solve the remaining discrete optimization problem. Finally, an application to the Airbus A340 roll control system is adressed. An exact optimum is found among 10 15 possible architectures in less than 25 minutes on a standard desktop computer.
I. Introduction
The trend towards more electrical aircraft is gradually backing up or replacing the hydraulic circuits feeding the flight-control actuators with electrical power. This phenomenon increases the number of available choices for the architecture of a movable surface: for each flight-control actuator, we can now install a classical servo-control (S/C) connected to a hydraulic circuit, or an electro-hydrostatic actuator (EHA) connected to an electrical circuit, or even a electrical-backup hydraulic actuator (EBHA), connected to both types of power sources. In addition, all fly-by-wire architectures have to define, for each actuator, the associated flight-control computers(s) to provide the control signals.
The optimal architecture is the one that is sufficiently robust to failures so as to ensure flight safety, while minimizing the weight of the control system. Current approaches for solving this design problem is based on expertise, trial and error, and iterations between various disciplines (aerodynamics, functional hazard assessment, handling qualities, system architecture,...). However, the number of candidate architectures can now be extremely high, especially for aircraft with many movables such as the Airbus A380. The design process involves so many alternatives and has to consider so many failure cases that manual optimization is impractical. This is especially true at early design stages when frequent changes require complete new iterations. Some level of automation is therefore necessary to assist the flight-control system designer in this task. The purpose of this paper is to build a methodology that can aid the designer faced with this hard combinatorial problem.
For illustration purposes, we focus the study on the roll 1 architecture. We concentrate on the roll axis as it is the most complex in terms of number of architecture possibilities. For instance, on the A380 there are 18 roll movables, compared to 5 for pitch, and 3 for yaw. The design problem that we consider here is to determine an architecture for roll control, i.e. a series of technologically-feasible combinations of actuator(s), power circuit(s), and computer(s) for each roll movable, that guarantees flight safety while minimizing the weight. Note that the method we propose for roll can be extended straightforwardly to the whole flight-control system (roll, pitch and yaw). The paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we present the general problem and propose a preliminary modeling. We introduce the safety constraints and the weight model. We then show that enumerating all possible architectures is far beyond the reach of any computer, and that additional knowledge has to be somehow introduced in order to reduce the algorithmic complexity. In Section III, we first reduce the size of the search domain by exploiting symmetry. Then, we integrate technological constraints directly in the architecture construction process, through the notion of Aileron-and Spoiler-Possible Architectures. Finally, we introduce a resolution methodology relying on a branch & bound tree-search method. In Section IV, we report the results obtained by running the proposed methodology on the A340 architecture. The method succeeds in finding an exact optimal solution among 10 15 possibilities, within 25 minutes on a standard desktop computer. In Section V, we conclude and open further perspectives.
II. Roll architecture design
Currently on large airliners, roll motion is controlled by ailerons and spoilers, although other types of movables may be considered in the future. Each of these surfaces can be deflected by one or more actuators which can withstand the large aerodynamic efforts. Actuators require at least one power source (hydraulic or electrical) and at least one control signal from one of the flight-control computers. The design problem of a flight-control system architecture is to find combinations {actuator(s), power circuit(s), computer(s)} for each aileron and spoiler so as to meet the roll performance constraints imposed by safety regulations (FAR/JAR) while keeping system weight as low as possible.
In this section, we first detail the elements of the roll architecture on Airbus aircraft. Then, we formalize the safety constraints. Flight safety requirements are defined by airworthiness regulations and it is driven by considerations of global robustness of the roll control function against the probability of various system failures. Then, we define an approximate model for the estimation of the weight criterion. Finally, we assess the combinatorial complexity of the discrete optimization problem.
A. Elements of the roll architecture
Wing movables
Wing movables can control the roll motion of the aircraft by creating differential lift across the wings (see Figure 1 ). There are typically two types of roll movables (see Figure  2 ): ailerons are hinged portions of the trailing edge that can be deflected downwards (or upwards) to create local up-lift (or down-lift respectively) on the wing; spoilers are hinged overwing panels that can be deflected upwards to upset the airflow and efficiently destroy local lift. 
Actuators
To deflect these movables, actuators are necessary. For example, three actuator technologies have been retained for the A380 flight-control system:
• conventional hydraulic servo-controls (S/C) -powered by one hydraulic circuit
• electro-hydrostatic actuators (EHA) -powered by one electrical circuit
• electrical-backup hydraulic actuators (EBHA) -powered by one hydraulic circuit and one electrical circuit for backup.
For each actuator, the choice of technology influences its individual failure rate and weight contribution, allowing to improve either system robustness or weight.
Flight-control computers
Flight-control computers (FCCs) translate pilot or autopilot orders into aileron or spoiler deflections and then control the stroke of each actuator to achieve the correct motion. One computer can control several actuators, and each actuator can be connected to more than one computer, in order to mitigate the consequences of individual computer failures. There are usually five to six flight-control computers on current aircraft.
Power circuits
Power circuits distribute the energy produced by the engines to the flight-control actuators. These circuits can be hydraulic and/or electrical. Before the A380, Airbus aircraft relied on three hydraulic circuits, but on the A380 one of these hydraulic sources was replaced by two electrical circuits, resulting in a so-called 2H-2E architecture.
B. The safety constraints
Roll performance
For a failure case affecting one or more roll movables, the roll performance degradation is assessed through the notion of residual roll rate, which is the steady-state rate of rotation around the roll axis that can be achieved with the remaining movables. It is approximated by the following formula:
, where p ∞ is the residual roll rate, V is the (true) airspeed, Cl p is the wing roll damping coefficient opposing the roll motion, L is a reference length (wing aerodynamic mean chord), Cl δl i is the roll efficiency coefficient for movable i, and δl max i
is the maximum deflection for movable i. As efficiency coefficients Cl δl i depend on the flight conditions (Mach number, dynamic pressure, high-lifted configuration), the consequences of each failure case have to be evaluated for several flight points.
Safety requirements
Flight safety requires that each failure affecting roll control has a consequence in relation to its probability of occurrence: the higher the failure rate, the lower the acceptable degradation of roll performance. This is effectively represented by a required roll performance p r versus failure rate λ template (see Figure 3 ), which encompasses all regulatory requirements while it conveys pilot judgment of roll-performance acceptable degradations. During the flight-control system design process, when one failure case among all possible combinations of failures (actuators / circuits / computers) achieves an insufficient roll performance with respect to its probability of occurrence, the corresponding roll architecture must be rejected (see Figure 3 ). We define a normalized safety indicator m, which is below (or above) 1 when the roll performance for the critical failure case is below (or respectively above) the template :
for every failure case f.
Constraint evaluation
Evaluating the constraint therefore consists in generating each possible failure case affecting the roll function, then assessing its residual roll rate for every relevant flight condition and comparing it to the template. This CPU-intensive evaluation process will be considered here as a given black-box function. 
C. Technological constraints
We say that an architecture is technologically acceptable if it respects given rules related to technological choices or in-house design practices (generally dependent on the specific aircraft program choices). For example:
1. each actuator should be connected to the appropriate power source type (e.g. a S/C to a hydraulic circuit, an EHA to an electrical circuit).
2. each actuator should be connected to at least one computer (single computer) and at most two (dual computer)
3. some routing rules should be respected: for a given actuator, electrical power and computer signals should come via the same route (wiring is routed via a discrete set of routes in the wing)
4. a spoiler actuator should rely on a single computer. 
Global weight model
The objective of the flight-control system optimization problem is to minimize the weight impact of the retained flight-control architecture. Airbus has weight models based on statistical data on existing aircraft which can reasonably assess the weight impact of a given architecture. Each choice of actuator technology, and connections to power sources and computers has a consequence on the global system weight. For each architecture A, the system weight w(A) is influenced by the following factors:
• heavier/lighter actuator
• longer/shorter piping or wiring to convey the chosen power source to the actuator
• marginal increase/reduction of the power generation and distribution equipment resulting from the marginal consumption of the actuator on the chosen power circuit.
Linear weight model
In early design phases, an accurate weight evaluation is generally not available. Statistical data based on previous aircraft programmes can provide a regression weight model. For a new aircraft programme, the weight of a reference architecture is assessed with the weight model, and the variations from this reference are expressed as linear combinations of the design variables. This linear formulation was proved sufficiently accurate for the early design stages. It is detailed below. Let the weight difference δw of architecture A with respect to the reference architecture R be expressed via the weight model w through:
where architecture A is the list of all individual architecture choices a i for each movable i, i = 1, . . . , n; R is the global definition of the reference architecture determining the reference weight, with individual architecture choices r i , i = 1, . . . , n. The first-order weight impact δ i w of an individual architecture choice a i for movable i is then obtained through:
Then, the first-order global weight impact of architecture A is the sum of the individual contributions of its components a i :
An architecture choice a i for movable i is an index into the vector of the N i possible architecture choices for movable i (a i = 1, . . . , N i ) . Then, we can define δW as the matrix of weight impacts for all possible architecture choices for all movables. Component (i, j) of matrix δW is the individual weight contribution of architecture choice j for movable i:
Therefore, the weight impact of architecture A is expressed through:
Matrix δW is built off-line from the statistical data mentioned above. The optimization process uses Equation (1) for very fast weight estimation.
E. Combinatorial complexity of the problem
The optimization problem
We can summarize the architecture optimization problem as follows: find a combination A of individual architecture choices a i for each movable i = 1, . . . , n, that:
subject to safety constraints:
and technological constraints:
where the weight model δw is given through matrix δW , the safety criterion m is given under the form of a black-box function, and the technological constraint t is given as an explicit set of rules.
Size of the search domain
For each individual architecture choice a i for movable i, there are many actuator configuration choices:
• several actuator technologies
• several power sources
• several flight-control computers.
The number of actuator configurations N act can be computed formally through:
where n e , n h , n c are defined in Table 1 . We can deduce the number of architecture combinations for the various types of movables, depending on how many actuators each movable has to rely on: for a spoiler s (requiring 1 actuator): N s = N act for an aileron a (requiring 2 actuators): N a ≈ N act 2 for a movable x requiring k actuators:
For a flight-control system A featuring n a ailerons, n s spoilers (optionally n x movables of another type), the total number N of candidate architectures is given by:
Illustrative example
For large airliners, the total number of candidate architectures involves a combinatorial complexity far beyond the reach of any computer, as shown in Table 1 As an example, let us consider the case of the A380 architecture, for which there are more than 10 59 architecture combinations. Assuming that the criterion and constraints can be evaluated in only 1 nanosecond, and that the optimization process only has to test one architecture in ten billion, the required CPU time would still be over 10 32 years.
Consequently, a practical optimization algorithm must drastically reduce the search domain. In the next section, we shall for this purpose:
• consider specific symmetries of the roll function
• build architectures that fulfill the technological constraints by construction
• use pre-filters to reject unsuitable architectures before running the evaluation tests.
III. Model formulation and problem resolution
A. Reduction of the search domain
Symmetries in the roll function
As illustrated in Figure 1 , the spoilers on the left wing only contribute to left turns, and conversely those on the right wing only contribute to right turns. As the roll performance requirement applies to both turn directions, the optimum architecture for spoilers has to be symmetrical. This allows to reduce significantly the number of spoilers considered (6 instead of 12 on the A380 example). Note that the same does not apply to ailerons, as both left and right ailerons contribute to both left and right turns: an aileron failure can be mitigated by a non-failed counterpart on the opposite wing, justifying non-symmetrical aileron architectures.
Conforming to technological constraints
Most constraints mentioned in Section II.C are sufficiently explicit to allow building compliant architectures by construction. We introduce the notion of APA and SPA, standing respectively for Aileron-Possible and Spoiler-Possible Architectures. They are subsets of the possible combinations mentioned earlier, restricted to the combinations that fulfill the technological constraints. To create these APA and SPA (and XPA for movables of any other type), we first determine the compliant architectures for individual actuators. Then, for each movable (relying on k actuators), we combine the possible actuators while still satisfying the technological rules. For each type of movable, this results in a short list of the only architecture choices that are technologically acceptable under the rules of Section II.C.
The construction of APA and SPA is illustrated on the simplified example of Figure  4 (in which there are 2 hydraulic systems G and Y, 1 electrical system E, and 4 computers P1, S1, P2 and S2). Let us first consider every power circuit (top left). Following the first rule of Section II.C, this leads to five power circuit choices: two possible S/C arrangements (G or Y), two EBHA arrangements (G+E or Y+E) and one EHA arrangement (only E). Secondly, we do the same (second rule) with every computer (top right), leading to four single-computer arrangements (P1, S1, P2, S2) and two dual-computer arrangements (P1+S1 or P2+S2) -routing rules (third rule) for computer signals prevent P1+S2 or S1+P2 solutions. In a third step, we combine all power circuit choices with all computer arrangements to get every possible actuator architecture -note that once again, routing rules prevent the EBHAs and the EHA technology choices to combine with P2 or S2. As each spoiler is moved by one actuator, the list of spoiler-possible architectures is identical to the list of possible actuator architectures with only one computer (fourth rule). As each aileron is moved by two actuators (fifth rule), we need to combine actuator architectures by pairs in order to obtain all aileron-possible architectures. Here, technological constraints (rules 3, 6, 7 and 8) limit the number of acceptable combinations to 16 APAs. The APA highlighted in the bottom-right portion of Figure 4 corresponds to : G+(P2+S2) and E+(P1+S1). 
Illustrative example (continued)
By using APA and SPA, the number of possible architectures is considerably reduced. Table 2 . Number of architecture combinations on four example architectures Note that the fictitious algorithm of Section 3 that would have taken 10 32 years to terminate (without taking into account APA and SPA would now need one minute. This confirmes the shift in order of magnitude.
Pre-filters
Additional considerations can be expressed at architecture level (outside of APA/SPA), corresponding to designer's practices. They help to detect architectures that will not pass the safety constraints:
• companion ailerons should have different architectures
• power sources should be reasonably evenly distributed between actuators
• computers should be reasonably evenly distributed between actuators
• there should not be three spoilers with the same architectures
These pre-filters allow to reduce further the number of costly safety constraint evaluations by narrowing the search domain.
B. Problem solution via branch & bound
Once we can fulfill constraint (4) by construction, the problem now corresponds to a blackbox constrained allocation problem: find optimal APA/SPA for each aileron/spoiler so as to minimize the weight criterion, under the safety constraints (considered as a black-box). We propose to solve this problem via a specialized adaptation of branch & bound methods 2, 3 . Branch-and-bound methods are well suited for hard practical combinatorial optimization problems 4, 5 : they involves an intelligent search of a tree of possibilities.
The method starts at the top node, from the reference architecture A 0 = R = [r 1 , . . . , r n ] and tries the various possible architectures a 1 = 1, . . . , N x for the first movable (N x is N a , the number of APA, if the first movable is an aileron). This results in a partial architecture A 1 . Then, the method successively tries all possible architectures for each movable as it goes deeper into the tree of architectures. Subtrees are explored selectively as follows:
1. Objective-function evaluation: from a node at depth k, for which a partial architecture A k := [a 1 , . . . , a k , r k+1 , . . . , r n ] is defined, the method determines the completion A The linear weight model approximation is a key feature for this method: when an architecture is partially defined, A k = [a 1 , . . . , a k , r k+1 , . . . , r n ], the weight-minimal completion is readily obtained by choosing all minimal components in rows k + 1, . . . , n from weight matrix δW :
The process is illustrated in Figure 5 , where a larger dot represents a higher weight impact. For instance here, the partial architecture A k = [6, 2, r 3 , . . . , r 6 ] is completed by choosing the smallest weight contributions for the remaining movables: The objective of this experiment is to test the algorithm on a reference Airbus aircraft, in the same conditions as a virtual new aircraft project. The reference aircraft chosen for the application is the Airbus A340, with 6 pairs of spoilers and two pairs of ailerons. We consider two distinct cases: the standard 3H problem, and a more complex 2H-2E problem.
In the 3H case, we consider three hydraulic circuits (B, G and Y) to power the flightcontrol actuators. This problem is reasonably large (10 13 possible architectures). It is primarily considered for validation purposes, as the results can be compared to the currently certified A340 3H architecture.
In the 2H-2E case, we have two hydraulic circuits (G, Y) and two electrical circuits (E1 and E2). This problem is much larger (10 15 possible architectures). As there is no A340 flying with a 2H-2E architecture, this exercise is purely illustrative. However, it provides a way to assess the performance of our methodology for future aircraft projects. For these computational experiments our methodology was programmed with MATLABv7 and run on a standard desktop computer (i786 @ 1.8 GHz).
B. Results

3H architecture
The algorithm terminates in 7 minutes. It requires 2 minutes to find the exact optimal architecture, and 5 minutes further to prove its global optimality. Among the 10 13 possible solutions, only 740 are actually explicitly enumerated by the search tree, and the costly safety constraints are evaluated for only 9 solutions. The number of stored solutions (standby nodes in the tree search) never exceeds 300. The resulting architecture fulfills the safety constraints and weigh 3.1 kg less than the weight of the reference certified architecture.
2H-2E architecture
The algorithm terminates in 25 minutes. It requires three minutes to obtain the exact optimal architecture, and 22 minutes further to confirm that this is indeed the global optimum. This problem is 100 times larger than the 3H instance (see Table 2 ). Yet, the computation time only quadruples. This tends to show that our methodology is relatively robust to combinatorial effects. Among the 10 15 possible solutions, only 2200 were explicitly enumerated, and the safety constraints were evaluated for only 25 solutions. The number of stored solutions (standby nodes in the tree search) never exceeds 700. The resulting architecture, depicted in figure 6 fulfills the safety constraints and has a weight within 1% of the best possible weight not subject to safety constraints. 
C. Behavior of the algorithm
The macroscopic behavior is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8 for the 2H-2E case. In the first phase, the algorithm explores the top tree nodes and eliminates branches having a lowerbound weight that is higher than the current upper bound for the optimal weight. The initialization of this upper bound is therefore important: it should be as low as possible, but higher than the optimal weight. Typically by any know-how feasible architecture based on traditional engeneering judgement. The second phase starts when the algorithm finds feasible solutions. This further lowers the upper-bound and rapidly eliminates a considerable proportion of branches. New solutions appear rapidly, until a very good solution is found. This good solution can be found quite fast. The final phase is the longest: the algorithm must search the remaining branches to verify that there is no better solution. Although the original tree has been reduced to a very small fraction of its original size, this still represents a relatively large number of architectures to check. 
V. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a decision-aid tool for the flight-control system architecture design at the early stayes of the project. This tool is based on a discrete optimization process that minimizes the weight subject to costly safety and technological constraints. It includes two steps. The first step drastically reduces the initial combinatorial complexity by taking advantage of technological constraints and in-house design rules. The second step uses an astuce adaptation of branch-and-bound search algorithm to find out an optimal architecture. This methodology was validated on Airbus A340, for which we obtained very encouraging results. For example an exact optimal roll architecture was found among 10 15 possibilities in less than 25 minutes on a standard desktop comuter.
In the proposed optimization process, the movable sizes were considered frozen. One promising, research avenue is to include parameters such as position, chord, length within the optimization loops. Preliminary results to stages this intigration anticipate weight gains around 20-40% with a large increase of computer time.
